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H64 CONTROLLER 

Control Stick Function; 
The Nintendo 64 Control Stick uses an analog system to read the 

angles and directions of its movement* This allows subtle control that is 

not possible using the conventional + Control Pad, 

When turning the Control Deck power ON, do not move the Control 

Stick from its neutral position on the controller 

If the Control Stick is held at on angled position 

(as shown in the picture on the left) when the 

power is turned ON, this position will be set as 

neutral. This will cause games using the Control 

Stick to operate incorrectly. 

To reset the neutral position once the game has 

started, let go of the Control Stick so it can 

return to its center position [as shown in the 

picture on the left), then press START while 

holding the L and R Buttons. 

The Control Stick is a precision instrument; make sure not to spill liquids 

or place any foreign objects into it. IF you need assistance, contact 

Nintendo Consumer Assistance at \ -800’255’3700 or your nearest 

Nintendo Authorized Repair Center^1* 
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Holding The Controller; 
While playing Shadows of the Empire, we recommend you use the 

hand positions shown below. 

By holding the controller like this, you can 

operate the Control Stick freely with your 

left thumb. Using your right thumb, you can 

easily access the A, B or C Buttons. 

Place your left index finger where it feels 

comfortable, but not in a position where you 

might accidentally press the Z Button on the 

back of the controller. 

Connecting The N64 Controller: 
To play Shadows of the Empire, connect a controller to socket one 

located on the front panel of the Control Deck. 

If you change the connection during the 

game, you will need to either press RESET 

or turn the power OFF to make the new 

connection active. 

This game is designed for one player, so 

i/y one controller is needed. 



Correctly insert the Shadows of the Empire 
Game Pak into your Nintendo 64 system 
and move the POWER switch to the ON 
position. When the Title screen appears, 
press START, The following screen will 
appear. For Options, see page 36. 

Sturt Gome: 
Begin by selecting one of four save files, 
then press START. Next, enter yoyr^nome 
and select end. The game's default 
setting is the medium difficulty level. To 
change difficulty levels, press UP or DOWN 
on the Control Stick or + Control Pad, Press 
START to begin play. 

Entering or Changing Year Name: 
To change the default name, press the 
L qtM Button, highlight “Rename* with the 
Control Stick then press the A or B Button to 
confirm. Select the letters you want, then 
press the A or B Button after each selection 
to confirm. Press the L or R Button to s*#iixh= 
from upper- to lower-case letteflr ^ 

Erasing Saved Data: 
To erase a saved game, highlight the 
desired file with the + Control Pad or 
Control Stick and press the L or R Button, 
then select "Clear." Press A or B twice to 
confirm. Move the Control Stick or + Control 

Pad to cancel. WAi K • 

You will be able to rfblay levels that 
have been completed; On the right side 
of the screen, information such as number 
of lives, game difficulty, completion time 
and the number of challenge points will be 
displayed. 

Once you've started a game, you connot 
change the difficulty settings unless you 
start over. The harder the difficulty level is 
when you fim&h, the better your rewards 



Part I 

The Bottle of Hoth 

It is a time of crisis. Imperial 

probes, scouring the galaxy for 

the hidden Rebel base, have 

discovered their outpost on the 

remote ice world of Hoth. 

Darth Voder, obsessed with 

finding Luke Skywalker, has 

sent his forces to engage the 

Rebels in battle. 

With the dreaded Imperial 

fleet approaching, a lone 

freighter has entered the 

Hoth system.... 



Battle of Hoth 

Controller Functions: 

NOTE: Controller ffifrfctions^hown are standard, Ta chao 

functions to alternate or traditional use the 

5HI 

on trailer 

[flme play. 

you tly near on AT-AT, you will get the 

message MFire tow cable]’1 Press the Z Button 

to fire your tow cable. Once it is fired, you 

must fly in a circular pattern around the legs of 

the AT*AT^o destroy it. Be careful, though! 

Your tow cable will break rf you get tao far 

or your 

may 

crash if you fly too 

close to the AT'AT, 

Also, you have a 

limited number of 

harpoon 

infinite. Medium 

Hard - 3, Jedi - 3). 

Dash Rendar, captain of the Outrider and mercenary-for-hire, has arrived 

with a supply shipment for Echo Base. After landing, he meets up with his 

long-time friend Han Solo. 

The two could not have met at a more opportune time. The Empire is on its 

way and the Rebels could use another good pilot. Dash has never been 

one to say no to a good dogfight. Han talks to Luke and gets Dash a spot 

in Rogue Squadron. 

Destroy Imperial probe droids, AT-STs, and AT-ATs, 

giving the Alliance the time they need to evacuate 

Echo Base. 

L Button/R Button 
Decrease speed 

+ Control Pod 
drop camera 

START 
Pause game 

Control Stick 
Move snowspeeder 

1^2 

ew point/ 
and hold for 

A Button 
Increase speed 

Z Button 
Fires tow cable 

a 9 



Controller Functions 

ru 
L Button 

Change viewpoint 
R Sutton 

Open doors/ 

Activate switch 

Strafe + Control Pod 

Change viewpoint/ 

Drop camera C* Button - Switch 

weapons 

Cv Button - Crouch 

C> Button - Change 

viewpoint 

START — 

Pause game 

Control Stick 

Move Dash A Button 

Jump 
Objective: Z Button 

Hold to look 

a round/Hold tor 

better aim 

B Button 

Fire weapon Outrider. Wotaf out for 

NOTE: When running and firing, hold the R Button to strafe enemies Boss: 
Imperial AT-ST 

head 

vie 

Overhead 



fistoroid Chase 

Dash has escaped Hath tn one piece; but 

he's not quite in the clean An Imperial 

Star Destroyer has been spotted just off 

Noth, As if things weren’t bad 

enough; the Outrider is approaching 

an asteroid field. With his co-pilot 

droid Leebo at the helm, Dash 

mans the gun turrets to fend off 

incoming TIE fighters and TIE j 

bombers. Only when the TIEs 

are destroyed con the J 
Outrider make the jump to 

lightspeed and escape the / - \ 

f 

Outrider's gunnery 

controls and destroy 

incoming TIEs and asteroids. Shoot the 

red asteroids for challenge points! 

L Button/O Button 

Change viewpoint 

(first-person or 

b eh i n d -1 h e~ Outrider 

perspective) 

A Button/B Button 

Fire gun turret 

CT, C(, Z Button 

Fire missile 

Control Stick 

Move turret 

Controller Functions: 

STABT 

Pause gome 
R Button 

Fire missile 
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In Search of Boba Fett 

A rival bounty hunter has 

forced Boba Fett into hiding 

before he could deliver hisi 

prize, the carbon ite<frozen \ 

Hon Solo, to the vile 

gangster, Jabba the Hutt, 

As Luke Skywalker and V 

rogue mercenary Dash Rendar 

search for Boba Fett, a sinister 

new figure emerges from the 

underworld, & 

This cunning and ruthless 

head of the powerful crime 

syndicate Black Sun plots to 

ensnare young Skywalker and 

replace Lord Voder as the 

Emperor's right hand.... 

R.34 
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train car to 

ON Mantel! Junkyard 

After escaping the asteroid 

discovers that IG-88, the be 

trailing Baba Fetf, is on OrdPrt 

in a junkyard looking for pfl-fs 

ship after if was damaged 

Dash has landed on Ord mL->< 

track down IG-88 and findMut 

Felt is hiding. He knows 1 

for news of Han's wherec 

"ait 
Controller functions 

l Button 
Change view point 

pay handsomely 

the end. Wafeh 

is turninq £ 

+ Control Pod 

Drop Comoro/ 

Change view point 

START - 

Pause game 

iccess of 

Control Stick 

¥* ove Dash 

2 Button 

Hold to look 

around/Hold far 

better aim 

liuWi 

R Button 

Strafe 

B Button 

Fire weapon 

C* Button * Switch 

weapons 

CY Button - Crouch 

A Button 

Jump 

ar- 



Gall Spaceport 

Before destroying IG-88, Dosh finds out where 

Boba Fett is hiding; he’s sought refuge at the 

Imperial moon base on Gail. With the Empire 

on his toil, the only way Dash can get into the 

base is on foot through the back entrance in 

Smuggler’s Canyon. Once inside the base, Dash 

hopes to locate Boba Fett and reach Solo before 

it's too late. 

QbjtOivt* 
Infiltrate the Imperial base, locate the jetpack and reach Boba Fett before he 

has a chance to escape. 

Mini-boss: 
Imperial AT-ST 

Boss: 
Boba Fett 
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Controller Functions: 

L Button 

Change viewpoint 

+ Control Pod 

Drop camera/ 

Change viewpoint 

START 

Pause gome 

Control Stick 

Move Dash 

Z Button 

Hold to look around/ 

Hold for better aim 

R Button 

Open doors/ 

Activate switches/ 

Strafe 

B Button 

Fire weapon 

C* Button - Turn 

jetpock on /off 

C* Button - Switch 

weapons 

Cv Button - Crouch 

A Button 

Jump /Activate 

jetpack thrusters 

Jetpack; 
When using the jetpack, the icon in the upper- 

right corner will count down from T0O% to 0V 

The more you use your thrusters, the faster the 

number will go down. Before the counter 

reaches 0%, land, and turn the jetpack off. The 

counter will begin to count back up to 100%. 

Watch the percentage and don’t use too much 

at one time. 





Nos Eisley and Saggar's Canyon 

While hiding oat in Dash 

overhears a discuss ionTJabba the^jyH h 

hired a swoop gang to kitj^liywolker, T! 

mercenaries speed 

old home. 
V 

Controller Functions: 

R Button 

Ram right 

C-, C« Button 

forward 

C* Button - Change 

viewpoint 

B Button 

Move backward 

Mave 



Imperial Freighter Suprosa Controller Function 

L Sutton 

Changes viewpoint With me swoop gang 

thwarted, Dash meets 

up with Luke. He 

tells Luke that 

Leio is meet- jr w 

ing with 

Black Sun to 

find out who 

wants him dead. 

Spies from Black Sun 

recently gave Luke 

the location 

of a freighter 

carrying Y, 
secret Imperial \ 

construction 

plans. Dash 

warns Luke to stay 

oway from Black Sun, but Luke 

knows that he can't afford not 

to check it out. 

4- Control Pod 

Drop camera/ 

Changes viewpoint 

START 

Pause gome 

Control Stkk 

Move Dash 

Z Button 

Hold to look around/ 

Hold for better aim 

Objective: 
Dash must make his way 

through the freighter and find 

the super computer with the 

secret plans. 

Boss: 
Loader droid 

R Button 

Activate switches/ 

Strafe 

C* Button - Switch 

weapons 

C* Button - Crouch 

C> Button - Changes 

viewpoint 

S Button 

Fire weapon 

A Button 

Jump 
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Part IV 

Lair of the Dark Prince 

Princess Leia has met with the 

mysterious Dark Prince Xizor. 

When she discovers his plan, she 

is held captive deep within his lair 

beneath Imperial City, 

Xizor is unaware that both Darth 

Vader and the Rebels have 

learned of his treachery and 

race to confront him. 

Determined to rescue Leia 

and destroy Black Sun, Luke 

and Dash slip unnoticed into 

the depths of Imperial City's 

underworld.,. 

26 



Sowers of Imperial City 

Objective: 
Help Dash get through the sewers to get to the entrance of Xizor's palace. 

Watch out for the dianogas that lurk underwater! 

Controller Funftffons: 

L Button 

Change viewpoint 

R Button 

Open doors/ 

Activate switches/ 

Strafe + Control Pad 

Drop camera/ 

Change viewpoint 0« Button - Turn 

jetpaek on/off 

C * Button - Switch 

weapons 

Button - Crouch 

C* Button - Change 

viewpoint 

START 

Pause game 

Control Stick 

Move Dash 

2 Button 

Hold to took around/ 

Hold far better aim 

B Button 

Fire weapon 

Following Xizor's advice, Emperor Palpatine has 

allowed the plans for the new Death Star that 

were on the freighter to Fall into Rebel hands* 

While the Alliance works to decode the plans, 

Luke, Chewie, Lando and Dash travel to 

Coruscant to locate Leia* Dash must travel alone 

through the sewer system and find a way into the palace. 

Boss: 
Giant dianoga 

A Button 

Jump/Activate 

jet pack thrusters 
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Xizor's Palace 

Dash has now penetrated Xizor's palace, leebo 

informs Dash that there is a way to cut off Xizor's 

skyhook space fortress from the palace. 

Objective: 
Place explosives on the service panels to the 

space elevator that connects Xizor's palace to the 

skyhook in orbit. 

Boss: 
Gladiator droid 

30 

+■ Control Pod 

Drop camera/ 

Change viewpoint 

START 

Pause game 

Control Stick 

Move Dash 

Z Button 

Hold to look 

around/Hold lor better 

R Button 

Open doors/ 

Activate switches/ 

Strafe 

C« Button - Turn jet- 

pack on/off 

CA Button * Switch 

weapons 

C* Button - Crouch 

C* Button - Change 

viewpoint 

8 Button 

Fire weapon 

A Button 

Jump/ Activate jet- 

pack thrusters 
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Impend and Rebel forces have descended upon 

Xizor's skyhook* X-wings, TIE fighters and 

Xizor's Star Vipers fill the sky* The skyhook must 

be destroyed. Dash must destroy Xizor’s fleet, 

penetrate the skyhook's reactor, destroy the core 

and try to make it out In one piece. 

Xizor's Star Vipers are deadly 

machines! These large, 

impressive fighters ore fast 

and maneuverable with a 

fair amount of protection 

and armament. 

Controller Functiol 

L Button/C > Button 

Change viewpoint 

START 

Pause game 

Control Stick 

Move turret 

R Button 

Stage 1: Fire missile 

Stage 2; Decelerate 

I Button/ 

O, C*, Cv Button 

Fire missile 

S Button 

Stage I & 2: 

Fire gun turret 

A Button 

Stage T: Fire gun 

turret 

Accelerate/roll 



THE cun 

Dash Rendar 4 . 
Captain of the Outrider, smuggler, mercenary-for-hire, the ultimate hot shot, 

Nobody talks bigger, flies faster, or fights harder than he does. Dash may 

have a fast ship and a huge ego, but the fact is, he’s as good as he 
says he is, 

’ ‘ , / - # * 
Dash has no allegiances; he doesnJt fight for any causes. He's loyal to 

whoever pays the most credits. He doesn't believe in owing anyone d 

favor, nor does he work for onyone*on good faith, "Look out for number 

one" is hb creed, . * * 
• • ' t ■- 

V . * 
He is reunited with his long-time smuggling friend Han Solo when he runs 

into Han while bringing supplies to the Rebel base on Hath, 

Dork Prince Xiior 
Son of a Fafleen king, head of Xizor Transit Systems and ruler of the Black 

Sun criminal organization, Xizor is o force to be reckoned with, Xizor1 s 

vast wealth and resources have made him powerful. So much so that he 

has gained the trust of Emperor Palpatine. 

Xizor is eager to gain favor with the Emperor. Only one person stands io 

his way: Darth Vader, Xizor would love nothing more thon to see Voder 

ruined. Ten years ago, Voder was responsible for the deaths of 200,000 

Falleen, including Xizor's family, 

Xizor knows of Voder’s intention to turn his son, Luke Skywalker, to the 

dark side of the Force. *What better way to ruin Darth Voder than to kill his 

son? With young Skywalker dead and Voder's influence with the Emperor 

waning, Xizor would be primed to take Voder's place at Palpatine's side. 
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SUPPORTING CfiST 

Luke Skywalker 
Struggling to become a Jedi, Luke is a vital member of the Rebel Alliance, 

He is also at the heart of plats by both Darth Vader and Xizor, Vader 

wants to turn Luke over to the Emperor. ‘Xizor wants Luke dead, 
• # * 

•# 

Princess Leia Organa 
One of the leaders of the Rebel Alliance, leia and a group of friends 

search the galaxy for their comrade Han Solo. 

* 

leebo (LE-B02D9) \ ♦ 
ReYidar's trusty co-pilaf and companion. During Dash's adventure, Leebo 

will’ provide crucial information/ 
■ . • , • 

| . . * • * • * 
Sun* • 
A human replica droid, Guci is Xizor’s beautiful chief lieutenant, bodyguard 

and most prized possession. 
* ^ 

Han Solo+ * * ■ 
A Corellian smuggler and Dash’s good friend. Han was fighting with the 

Rebels until he was captured by Darth Vader on Cloud City and frozen in 

carbonite. Now he awaits delivery to Jabba the Hutt, the notorious 

gangster to whom Han owes a great deal of money. 
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OPTIONS 

Overlay Displays 
Information such os health meter, weapons 

and number of remaining lives can be turned 
on or off. 

Seeker tamera 
* * 

If the camera is turned on when Dash has the 

seeker missile, the camera will follow the 

perspective of the missile when it is fired, 

Sound Effects . “ 
Adjust the volume of sound effects. 

Music \ * 
Adjust the volume of background musk, 

Sound Panning 
Switch between mono and stereo sound. 

Controls 
Change the controller setup (this is only available 
during gameplay). 

DfiSH'S NRSENNL 

Blaster 
Dash never goes anywhere without it. 

The blaster only does minimal damage, 

but it recharges on its own. 

Seeker * 
A heat-seeking missile that does a fair 

amount of damage, but is limited In range. 

Flame 
« * 

This fiery weapon works well against 

most enemies, but only at dose range 

Pulse Cannon * 
While the pulse cannon delivers a quick blast of 

energy, it's not the most accurate weapon. 

Stunner 
Freezes oil humanoid forms in their tracks. 

Disrupter 
The most powerful weapon. A disrupter blast will 

destroy all enemies within a large area. Dash is 

not immune,to the force of this weapon. 



DASH'S VEHICLES 

Snowspeeder 
The perfect ship to handle the severe cold on Hoth. Its small size makes it 

ideal for maneuvering, but its weapon power is lacking. To compensate, 

it is equipped with tow cables which can be used to tangle enemies. 
# 

Outride/ 
Qash's prized possession, the Outrider is a modified Corellian freighter. 

Equipped with two heavy double laser cannons and two concussion missile 

tubes, the Outrider can hold its own in a battle. Dash has boasted that the 

Outrider could outrun the MiHehpium Falcon dn any given day. If he can 

help Luke and Leia rescue Han from Jabba the Hutf, he may get his shat 

to prove it, . ■ f # , * ' * ■ 

; * • ■ . ■ ♦ 

Swoops * 
Swoops aren't much more than engine pods with seats. They're built for 

speed, but difficult to control. They're the preferred mode of transportation 

for vicious gangs. 



imperial Probe Droids 

imperial AT-AT • 

Snowtroopers 

Wampas 

TIE Fighters 

TIE Bombers 

- Dogbots 

Assassin Droids 

F
 

IG Drones 

T5L ^ r 
^ ' Train Guards , f * 

,, Vi ^ . jrl 
■ 

. Imperial Commandos 

• * WSIBKa. w * k 
Sentry Droids ! 

* ■ 
- -, 

• rv« 

Seeker Droids 

Swpop Jockeys 
■ JflE * * ^ 

r Coruscant Guards 

• • * 

Interrogator Droids - “ * —I 



BOSSES ♦ 

imperial AT-ST 
The AT-5T . • 

(All Terra imScout Transport) is 

quick and deadly when il comes to 

ground assault Don't spend too' 

much time shooting at the leg?* 

IG88 
One of the baddest bounty 

hunters in the galaxy, IG-88 has 

one objective ; get Hon Solo* 

Anything or anyone that gets in 

the way of that objective 

is expendable. Keep moving and 

try different weapons if 

you have them. 

Bobu Fett * 
Possibly the most notorious bounty 

hunter around, Bobo Fett was 

on his way to deliver the frozen 

Han Solo to Jabba the Hutt when 

he was ambushed by IG-88* 

The jetpack will come in handy 

when fighting Bobo Fett* 

Loader Droid 
Not the most intelligent machine, 

but the loader droid has some pretty 

powerful arms* Try not to get too 

dose to them* 

it? 

Giant Dianoga 
Dianogas are vile, detestable 

creatures that lurk in the sewers* 
• - ' * ' * - T • * * # 

Gladiator Droid 
A massive killing machine with 

good mobility and incredible 

firepower* Whatever you do, 

don't stay in one 

place too long* 

i 
— . > V 

# NOTE: All bassos art protidid 
by amagholic Ibid that disables the 

•racking system of tho siikii misstbs* 
43 



IMPORTANT: 
WARNING: Copying of any Nintendo game is illegal and is strictly prohibited by domestic and 
international copyright lows. "Back-up" or "archival" copies ore not authorized and are not- 
necessary (a protect your software. Violators will be prosecuted. 

This Nintendo gome is not designed for use with any unauthorized copying device. Use of any 
such device will invoEidote your Nintendo product warranty. ^Nintendo fond/or any Nintendo 
licensee or distributor! not responsible for tiny damage or loss caused by the use of any such * 
device. If use of such device causes your game fa slop operating, disconnect the device carefully 
to avoid domoge and resume normal game ploy. If your game ceasei to operate and you have 
no device, attached to it, please contort your local authorised Nintendo retailer. 

The contents ot this notice do not interfere with your statutory rights* 

This manual and other printed matter accompanying this game ore protected by dognestic and 
international copyright laws. * ( 

The rental of this gome without permission of Nintendo or its licepsees 
is strictly prohibited. " ■ . 

For further information or assistance, please contact: 
Nintendo Consumer Assistance Holiine * 
I-8GG-255-37QD (U.S. and Canada] 
Or your local authorized Nintendo retailer. 

Gome Designer/Lead Artist Texture Artist Nintendo of America tnc. 
and Animptor Chris Hockabout 
Jan Knobs Producer + 

3D/Background Artist Dan James 
Project Leader/ Senior Bill Stonenom 
Programmer Associate Producer 
Mark Haigh Hutchinson Storyboard Artist Sean O'Connor 

Technical Lead /Prog rammer 
Paul Topol os Henry Sterchi 

Eric Johnston Music Editor/Sound Quality Nintendo Company Ltd. 
* Control Shigeru Miyamoto 

Programmer Peter McConnell Hiro Yamada 
Mark Blattel Eiji Onozuka 

Sound Designers Keiske Terasoki 
Aesthetic Technology Larry the O Kensuke Tanabe 
Tom Harper Clint Bojaklan Shoya Tanaka 

Level Designers Composers * Extra special thanks to 
Jim Current B John Williams George Lucas! * 
Matthew Tateishi Joel McNeely 
Ingar Shu 

Lead Tester 
3D Artists Darren Johnson 
Paul Zinnes 4 
Andrew Hoi dun Production Manager 
Garry M. Gaber Brett Tosti * 

3D Animator * Quality Assurance Manager 4- 

Eric Inger son Mark Cartwright 
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WARRANTY AND SERVICE INFORMATION: REV -' 

3-MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY {For Hardware, Game Paks, & Accessories) 

Nintendo of America Inc. {“Nintendo' ) warrants to the original purchaser thalYhe product 

-hardware game poks ond accessories) shalt be Free from defects in materiaf and workmanship for 

■ a period of three {3} months from the date of purchase. If a defect covered by this warranty occurs 

during this three (3) month warranty period. Nintendo wilt repair or replace the defective product or 
component part, at its option, free of charge. * 

ADDITIONAL 3-MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY (Hardware only} 

Nintendo wor ran Is to the original purchaser (hat the hardware product shall be free from defects in 

^ material ond workmanship for an“additional three (3} months beyond the original 3-month warranty 

period described above, if a defect covered by this warranty occurs’during rhis additional 3-month 

warranty perica, Nintendo will repair the defective hardware product or component free of charge, 

Thf original purthoser is entitled to this additional 3-month limited repair warranty only if the 

Consumer Proof of Purchase Cord (attached to the hardware packaging when spld) ts Returned 

pr omptly after the date o! purchase to Nintendo by the original purchaser ar the original 

fcgrjhaser's retailer* • * * 

• *7 \ t 1 * *.* , 4^* 
WARRANTY SERVICE OR REPAIR/SERVICE AFTER EXPIRATION OF WARRANTY 

You may need only simple instructions to correct any pro We m with your product. 
Call the Consumer Assistance.Hotline-at 1-800'255-3700 rather than going to your*rentier. Hours 

of operation ore+6 a.m to 9 p m., Pacific Time, Monday - Saturday, and 6 a.m. to 7 p.m,, Pacific 

T me. arf Sundaysjtimes subject to change), if the problem cannot be solved over the telephone, you 

will be referred to .the nearest NINTENDO AUTHORIZED REPAIR CENTER-" or you will be offered 

express factory service through Nintendo In some instances, it may be necessary for you to ship 

rhe complete product FREIGHT PREPAID AND INSURED FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE, to the nearest 
service location. * B , 

WARRANTY LIMITATIONS 

THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT APPLY IF THIS PRODUCT: (a) IS USED WITH PRODUCTS NOT SOLD 

OR LICENSED BY NINTENDO {INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, NON-LICENSED GAME 

ENHANCEMENT DEVICES ADAPTERS AND POWER SUPPLY DEVICES); (b) IS USED FOR 

COMMERCIAL PURPOSES (INCLUDING RENTAL) OR IS MODIFIED OR TAMPERED WITH; (c) IS 

DAMAGED BY NEGLIGENCE, ACCIDENT UNREASONABLE^, OR BY OTHER CAUSES 

UNRELATED TO DEFECTIVE MATERIALS OR WORKMANSHIP, OR (d) HAS HAD THE SERIAL 

NUMBER ALTERED. DEFACED, OR REMOVED. 

ANY APPLICABLE IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, A^E HEREBY LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE WARRANTY 

PERIODS DESCRIBED ABOVE (3 MONTHS OR 6 MONTHS, AS APPLICABLE) IN NO EVENT 

SHALL NINTENDO BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES RESULTING 

* FROM THE BREACH OF ANY IMPLIED OR EXPRESS WARRANTIES. SOME STATES DO NOT 

ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS OR EXCLUSION OF 

CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY 
TO YOU. ♦ 

-# • 

This warranty gives you specific legal fights, and you may also have other rights which vary from 

state to state Ninfendo'sfcqddress is as set forth on the back cover of this manual. 

This warranty is valid only in the United States. * 
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